Today’s demanding marketplace requires a constant drive toward greater plant efficiencies, productivity and asset performance.

Helping you generate more Power with less fuel, less water, for less cost.

Our consultants collaborate with you to develop innovative solutions for your unique challenges. We can help you meet regulatory requirements, overcome design hurdles and improve operational efficiency.

Expert Consulting for Optimal & Reliable Power Production

- **Asset Preservation**
  optimizing chemistry programs

- **Technology Implementations**
  full integration of innovations

- **Water Management**
  minimizing water losses

- **Environmental Programs**
  helping ensure regulatory compliance

- **Laboratory Programs**
  maintaining data integrity

- **Data Management**
  leveraging digital technology and analytics

Local Support, Global Reach
Our Comprehensive Consultative Approach

**WORLD-CLASS SERVICE**
Comprehensive services to provide visibility, optimal results and peace of mind.

**INDUSTRY EXPERTISE**
A network of experts to assess current, continuous programs and enterprise operations.

**DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES**
Real-time insight-driven problem solving through usage data, predictive analytics and electronic reporting.

Proven Methods
Consultation that incorporates deeper power plant knowledge and process implementation skills.
Knowledge is power.

Contact us to learn more. Visit ecolab.com/nalco-water